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Islamic Design: A
Mathematical Approach
Series: Mathematics and the Built Environment
Only school-level geometry required
Provides new ways of analysing Islamic Geometric ornament
Shows development and geographical range of the art
Combines historical and mathematical study of Islamic art
This book deals with the genre of geometric design in the Islamic sphere. Part I presents an
overview of Islamic history, its extraordinary spread from the Atlantic to the borders of China in
its first century, its adoption of the cultural outlook of the older civilisations that it conquered
(in the Middle East, Persia and Central Asia), including their philosophical and scientific
achievements - from which it came to express its own unique and highly distinctive artistic and
architectural forms. Part II represents the mathematical analysis of Islamic geometric designs.
1st ed. 2017, XII, 226 p. 173 illus., 164
illus. in color.

Printed book

The presentation offers unlimited precision that allows software to reconstruct the design
vision of the original artist. This book will be of interest to Islamic academics, mathematicians
as well as to artists & art students.
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